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    Love is in the Air…That’s That 

Hook: 

Love is in the Air That’s that, Family Affair, That’s that (4 times) 

 

Faith is very simple the Good Word and love your People (1st John 2:10, 1st John 2:5, Luke 16:10) 

Connects Heaven and Earth take a breath clear the evil 

Zap away teachin’ equal clippin hypes never sequel 

One G.O. People C O C in every steeple (If someone is content and humbly prospering as themselves 

don’t look for anything, like the pressure to marry or reproduce or take on extra liabilities-peace) 

 

Rhymes for survive Lightworks we livin high 

Every soul who shares the goal later haters passin' bye 

Dealth (health) is wealth they pushin lies we cash rules plus inner prize  

Rest knowin' God flowing bringin' hope to our minds 

 

When we said cash rules he meant the hood not the air 

In the end all is one pray that commerce learn to care 

Picket fences please listen its a family affair 

Let the Team Rap at sleeper dis and haters when they stare 

 

Harmony in markets is from God make it fun  

C to B extensions flow to D like the Sun 

Earth to Venus show n prove make a course when it's done 

Minimum correspondence cuz the rhymes n' charts are one :o) 

(Not a lot of Teacher Student back n forth for most of us becuz we busy in prayer and trying ta stay 

focused on peace which is priority to Everlasting Peace quadrants...when we are profitable Harmonic 

Traders in a few years we can share the peaceful process of “positive pips”…100 per week is great 
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Hook: 

Love is in the Air That’s that, Family Affair, That’s that (4 times) 

 

Divine ratio alignments study every trade 

Continuous improve and know the peace is highly paid 

K and back to family it helps truly when we pray 

G O D 17 we boast the Word as it stayed 

 

Be aware how the lie takes and desecrates the peace 

Frontin' color versus color ain't knowin it should teach  

Call it what you will proper branding as it sleeps 

Respect due to the love where it is faith leaps 

 

We can see they hit us with a sleeper checkin' every creeper  dissect disrespect makin strongholds even 

weaker  

Guilty how they try to turn all the G's into receivers 

Don't receive the lie but take the cash like a Believer 

 

Front test forward test study trades n' tha raptchin' 

Notes on the charts back to us we Man in action 

Patterns like our heartbeats miracles we hatchin' 

We're working on our healing which is work repent the batchin' 

 

Hook: 

Love is in the Air That’s that, Family Affair, That’s that (4 times) 

Outro: 
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Peace to Said it once said it a thousand times, Lookin’ for a better way to get my point across, I ain’t 

playin’…not if, but when, it’s Heaven on Earth…The light is the love of the Art, not covering us up with 

channeling…Conscious commercialism, Proverbs 30:5, Owlin peace… 


